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INTRODUCTION

Thisimatrix_keys the objectives of the School Television programs to the objectives of the Social
Studies Competencybased curriculum, K-3. The project was co-directed by Bob Kimsey, Social
Studies_Coordinator in the Western Regional Education Center, and Lynda FoWler, Média CoOrdinator
in the Region;

Six teachers produced this matrix:

Kim_Britt
Marsha Cameron
Susan Condrey
Judith R. Farmer
Phyllit Snider
Betty Tinsley

Glen Arden School
Camp Laboratory School
Nebo Elementary School
Candler_School
Rosman Elementary School
Rosman Elementary School

The following School Television series are included in this document:

COMMON CENTS (ten programs)
OUT AND ABOUT (eight programs)
WE LIVE NEXT DOOR (ten programs)

Buncotbe County
Jackson County
McDowell County
Buncombe County
Transylvania County
TransylVania COunty

We feel confident this matrix wiII be a useful resource for every teacher in grades K-3.

June, 1986

School Television Staff :

Media and Technology 3ervices
Department_of_Public_Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-1712

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



The objectiVeS bf the SchoOl TeleVision series OUT AND ABOUT can be keyed into the competency

goals and objectives for kindergarten and grade 1. The decision about which grade level

will use which programs is a building-level decision.

K-1 competency goals addressed in program 1:

Knowledge:

1: The learner will develop a positive self-concept (sociology and anthropology).

2: The learner will become independent (sociology and anthropology);

3: The learner Will cooperate with others (sociology and anthropology).

Skills:

7: The learner will demonatrate growth in self-management.
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Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT

TV. PROGRAM

Number/Title

SACIALSTUDIES

I.
Recommended Usage: Grade K-1

411101111M

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page N .

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emDhas

NOTES

"Making Friends"

Program 1

Students will hi:no that:

1. You have to try to make a friend.

2. To be friendslou must share,. .

work, and play together,:and tell

each other you are friends.

3. Sometimes you have to keep on

trying to make a friend.

Knowledge:

1.3 Develop friendships and positive

relationships within the -class.

2;3 Plan_and_initiate_independent

activities atappropriate

times with little supervision;

3.1 Work well in large and Small

groups;

3.3 Show concern for others.

Skills:

7;3 Increase the ability to

empathize;



competency goals addressed in program 2 :

Knowledge:

1: The learner will develop a positive self-concept (sociology and anthropolog)).

2: The learner will become independent (sociOlOgy and anthropology).

3: The learner will coOperate with others Isociology and anthropology)

4: The learner will become an effective problem-solver in tlaSSrOom SituationS.

7: The learner will understand responsibility (pOlitical sciencei sociology and anthropology).

skills:

7: The learner -rill identify and define problems and suggest ways of Solving them.

The learner will demonstrate grOWth in self-management.



.

lelevision beries: OUT AND ABOUT

SOCI TUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade K-1

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates maior emDhasis

Knowledge:

TV PROGRAM

Numbergitle

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page ,

"Keeping Friends"

Program 2

P. 5

Students will know that:

1; Sometimes friends have disagreement8;

2. When friends have a pcoblem between

themiithey have to dc something

to make up.

3. Tb '6e0 a friend, ybii haV6 to

be_sensitive to how your friend

feels;

4; There are things you can do to

be a good friend. Ybu can share

with your friendi help your frien&

and care about your friend.

NOTES

1.3 Develop friendships and positive

relationships within the ClaSS.

2.3 Plan and initiate independent

activities at appropriate

times with little supervision.

3.1 WOrk.Well in small and large

groups.

3;3 Show concern for others an'',

share.

4.1 Recognize an exisiting problem.

4.2 Discuss problems in an atmosphere

of respect and openness.

4.3 Identify resources for solving

problems;

7.3 Choose responsible course8

of action.

7.4 Accept_reSponsibility for

one's actions;



Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grado K-1

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page N .

vaisolmompoftiomplipe aginimmorourrierImma

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emphasis

NOTES

"Keeping FriOdt"

Program 2

Skills:

1;1 Define vocabOar'y ahd conditions

that are essential to under-

standing a problem.

1;2 Suggest tentative solutions

for a problem.

7.1 Decrease self-centered

perspectives;

7;3 Increase the ability to eilipatbite.

7.5 Increase the ability to accept

and deal with change.

7.6 Manage confliCt.

7.7 Resolve appropriate dilemmas.



K-I competency goals addressed in program 3:

Knowledge:

Skills:

The learner will become an effective problem-solver in cla8StOOM titUatiOns.

Th learner will understand responsibility (political science, sociology, and anthropology)

The learrir will identify and define problems and suggest ways of Solving thft.

7: The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.

13



Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT

TV PROGRM

Number/Title

"Ways:to_Solve a

PrOblem"

Ptogram 3

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade K-1

s_ PROGRM OBJECTIVE._ .COTETENCY_OBJECTIVES

in Teacher's Guide and Page No; *Indicates lulu emehasis

NOTES

p.6

Students will know that:

1; Sometimes you may have a problem

and not know what to do.

2. Before giving_up_or doing.anything

about your problem, you should

think about lots of WISW$ or

ways to sOlve the prOblem.

3. You ShOuld pick the best_answer

and use it to solve the problem;

14

Knowledge:

4;1 Recognize an existing problem.

4.2 Discuss prOblems in an atmosphere

of respect and openness.

4,3 Identify resources for solin

problems.

7.1 Identify responsible actions

in oneself and others;

7;2 Predict ands compareiconsegUences

of responsible and irresponsible

aCtiOnS.

7;3 Choose responsible courses

of action;

7.4 ACcept responsibilitY fbr

one's actions.

Skills:

1.1 Define vocabulary and conditions

that are essential to under-

standing a problem;

1.2 Suggest tentative sOlUtions

for a problem.

15



III/

SOCI UDIES

111/

Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT Recommended Usage; Grade K-1

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Tenher's Guide and Page No.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES

*Indicates major emphasis

"Ways to Solve a

Problem"

Program 3

16

SkillSi

1.3 Determine_possible consequences

of various courses of action.

7.3 Increate the ability to empathize.

7,6 Manage conflict.

7.7 Restive appropriate dilemmas.

17



K-i competency goals addressed in program 4:

Knowledge:

The learner will become an effective problem-solver in classroom situations;

The learner will understand responsibility (political science, sociOlOgy, Pd anthropology).

Skill8:

The learner will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solving them;

The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.

18



Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT

SOCIAL STUDIES

fil

4P.N.MEMWP.MeMIMM01.11MMOMMD=NINMIMINaMY

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

"Think Ahead"

Program 4

19

Recommended Usage: Grade K-1

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and .Page No.

p.7

Students will know that:

1; Sometimes you may have problems

With others.

2. When people have problems with

each_otheri_they have to do something

to solve them.

3. You shtuld think Of more than

one way of solving a problem before

acting.

4. Before,you act;_you,should think

about the re8Ults Of What yOu

plan tO

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emphasis

Knowledge:

4;1 Recognize an existing problem.

42 Discuss prOblems in an atmosPhere

Of respect and openness.

4.3 Identify resources for solving

problems.

7:1 Identify responsible actions.

7.2 Predict and compare consequences

of=re4onsible and irresponsible

actions.

7.3 ChOose responsible courses

of action.

7;4 Accept responsibility for

one's actions.

7.5 Participate responsibly as

a member of the class;

Skillst

1,1 Define vocabulary and conditions

that_are essential to under-

standing a problem:

NOTES

20



SOCIAL STUDIES

Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT Recommended Usage: Grade K-I

TV PROGRAN

Number/Title

"Think Ahead"

PtOgram 4

S.

A.1.111MMIIIII01101=10..

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES
in Teacher's Guide and Page No. *Indicates major emphasis

Skills!

1.2 Set up a tentative solution

for a problem.

1.3 Determine possible consequences

of various courses of action.

7.1 Decrease self-centered perceptions

7.3 Increase the ability to empathize.

7;6 Manage conflict.

7.7 R.OlVe appropriate dilemmas;



Grade 1 competency goals addressed in program 5:

(This program is too difficult for Kindergarten students)

Knowledge:

3: The learner will cooperate with others (sociology and anthropology).

The learner will become an effective problem-solver in classroom situations.

Skills:

The learner will understand responsibility (political science, sociology, and anthropology).

1: The learner will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solving them.

7: The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.



Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage; Grade 1

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE -COMPETENCLOBJECTIVES NOTES
in Teacher's Guide and Page N . *Indicates major emphasis

"Why Did It Happen?"

Program 5

p.8

1. Sometimes things you do make other

things happen;

2. Sometimes:other things happen

that.you don't expect) lr you

don't know why they *per,.

3; Sometimes if you think aboutithings

you can figure out why they happen.

24

Knowledge:

3.1 Work well in small and large

groups.

3.2 Accept and cooperate with

the decisions of the majority.

3.3 Show concern for others and

share.

4.1 Recognize an existing problem.

4;2 Discuss problems in an atmosphere

of respect and openness.

4.3 Identify resources for solving

problems;

7;1 Identify responsible actions.

7.3 Choose responsible courses

of action.

Skills:

1.1 Define vocabulary and conditions

that_are essential to under-

standing a problem;

1.2 Suggest tentative solutions

for a problem.

25



1
Television Series: OUT AND ABOUT

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

SOCIAILSTUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade i

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emphasis

NOTES

"Why Did It Happen?"

Ptogram 5

Skills:

1.3 Determine possible consequences

of various courses of action.

7.1 Decrease self-centered perspec-

tives:

7.3 Increase the ability tc empathize:

7.6 Manage conflict.

77 Resolve appropriate dilemmas.



Programs 6, 8 of OUT AND ABOUT address competency goals in the K-1 Science Teacher's

Handbook. Thos paget (frbt the K-3 SCHOOL TELEVISION SCIENCE MATRIX) are included here

fOr the te-acher's convenience;



SCIENCE Grade K

COMPETENCY GOAL: The learner will have an understanding Of baSic physical science concepts;

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION PROGRAM OBJECT VES

(see teadier'S gUide)

NOTES

2.1: Know that matter has properties

such as color, size, shape; texture;

sound and OdOr

2.1i Know that matter.has.properties

such:as color, size; shape; texture;

sound and odor

2.1 Know that matter has prOpertieS

such -as color; size; shape; teXtOre;

sound and odor

29

OUT.ANO ABOUT

Program:6._

"Observing"

OUT ANO ABOUT

Prograti 7 ...

"OeSCribing"

OUT AND A.BOUT

PtOgram 8

"OKetting"

Objects .have charatteriStics.

Characteristics can be Obterved.

You Can'ObSerq characteristics_i__
_

by_toi.ithing; Stelling, seeing; tasting;

and hearing.

Characteristics distinguish_one object

from another-and helsp:determine how

they ate ali0 ad different;

ObservatiOnS Of the characteristics_

of an_object can be used to describe

or identify the ObjeCt

YoU teasure objects when you want to_

be_Mbre precise. Measurement involves

numbers

W4n youidescribe.an object using nutbers

you can be precise

Some tharaCteriStics can be observed

directly and some are hidden

You can detect some hidden characterist7

ics by manipulating an object or by wait-

ing for an object to change

May_also be

useful as

remediation;

grade 1

May_alSO be

used_for.

enrichment_in

kindergarten,

Objective 2;1

May_alsb be

used as.

Remediation for

grade 1

Objective 2;1

Know_basic_

concepts of

matter

30



The ten programs in the School Televigion series, WE LIVE NEXT DOOR, key into the Grade 2 competency

goals and ObjeCtiveS both knowledge and skills as listed in the following pages

31



Competency goals addressed ih Pttigt-a 1:

Knowledge:

8: The learner will understand the concept Of authority (pOlitical sciencei sociologyi and anthropology);

11: The learner will understand how the local community is governed (political science).

14: The learnet will have a sense of time and chronology (history);

15: The learner will develop an understanding of change in the neighborhood and community (history):

17: The learner will know famous people in the past and present (history).

SkillS:

The learner will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solving them

5: The learner will ase maps and globes.

7: The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.

8: The learner will participate in group activities;

33



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

TV PROGRAM PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

Number/Title in Teacher's Guide and Page No.

"Meet the

Neighborhood"

Program 1

p.7

General

To,become avareithat everyone

belongs to a neighborhood

. TO discover what a neighborhood is

Specific

TQ_discover_what (including .

buildings) is special-about the

students' neighbOrhood

. To discover who is special in

their neighborhood

To learn about the history of

their_neighborhood

To_appreciate the value of old

things and people

. To become familiar with the role

of:the local neighborhood's mayor

and council

34

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major mhasis

Knowledge:

MIEMINMPI

NOTES

8.1 Describe the authority given

to local elected officials.

11.4 Identify elected local officials.

14.1 Demonstrate understanding

of the time system and the

calendar.

15.1 Identify change in a given

neighborhood or community.

15.2 Predict logical future changes.

11.3 Know_the name,of the local

mayor (IF APPLICABLE).

Skills:

1.1 Define_vocabulary.and conditions

that_are essential to under-

starding a problem.

1.2 Set ap_a_tentative solution

for the problem;

5.2 Orient a map and note directions.

7.5 Increase the ability to accept

and deal with change.

8.2 Engage in group decision-making.



COmpetency goals addressed in Prog:am

Knowledge:

The learni will develop a positive self-concept (sociology and anthropo op) .

The learner tOOpei-ate With Others.

7; The learner will understand-the concept Of citizenship within t e community and school (political

science; sociology, and anthrOpOlogy).

15: Tb learner will develop an under5tanding of change in the neighborhood and community (history);

Skill :

1: The learner will identify problems and suggest ways of solving them.

7: The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

SOCIAL STHDIE

Recommended Usage: Grae 2

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

"The Neighborhood

Works Together"

Program 2

2. 10

General

TO become aware of the prbblems

Of a newcomer to a neighborhood

To_understand the need_to preserve

certain old things, andithe fact

that this can be done through

renOvatiOn

Specific

To,understand the value of friend-

ship

. To be aware of change in the

neighborhood

. To learn about various workers

and the tools they use in renovation

_. :COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emohasis

KnoWledge:

NOTES

1.3 Form and maintain positive

re1ationships within the school

and neighborhood;

3:1 Work cooperatively in large

and small groups;

1:1 Engage in group decision-making.

7.3 Identify and exemplify good

citizenship in the community:

15.1 Identify change in a given

neighborhood or community.

15.2 Predict lbgical future Changes:

Skills:

1.1 Define vocabOary hd tbriditibriS

that are essential to under-

standing a problem.

1.2 Set up &tentative solution

for the problem:

7.1 Decrease in_self-centered

perspectives.

7.3 Increase the ability to

empathize with others.



essed in Program 3:

1: The learner wif!: -::evelop a positive self-concept (sociology and anthropology).

4: The learner i1 -,ecome an effective prohlem-sOlVer in social situations.

The learner .!,.now how to use maps and globes (geography):

21:: The ean 1 !mow that economic resources exist in every community (economics);

: :

The learner :dentif7 and define prOblems anc suggest ways of solving them.

The learner i17 locate and gather information.

5: Tne learner 7:11: use mapS ahd qlbbe.

The learner hays. a sense of time and chronology.

The learner -3emonStrate growth in self-management.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recomlended Usage: Grade 2

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

_PROGM OBJECTIVE_

in Teacher's Guide and Page N .

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emphasis

NOTES

"Fddd-COme8 td

the NeighbdthOdd"

Program 3

p: 12

General

To become aware that everything

we eat_grows_and.has a life story

. To_discoverthe_interdependence

between neighborhoods

-; ;-

Specific

To und6rstand What happens to

two different foods before they

reach the store

To be aware of distance (Hawaii)

and_different environments

To empathize with feelings of

rejection

40

Knowledge:

1;3 Formiand_maintaini positive

relationships within the school

and neighborhood:

14.2 Demonstrate understanding

of the chronological sequence

of events.

19.3 Locate major pOlitical features

on maps.

20;1 Identify economic resources:

Skills:

1.1 Define vocabulary and conditiOns

that:are essential to under-

standing a problem.

2.3 Collect information by reading,

'istening, and viewing pictures

and films.

5.3 Locate places on maps and

globes.

6.2 Demonstrate an understanding

of chronological sequence

of events.

7.6 Manage conflict.

41



r4oals addressed in Program 4:

earet will cooperate with others.

The learner_will_understand the need for respOnSibility and the consequences of sponsibility

!pc iti:al science, sociology, and anthropology).

The learn6t Will understand the role of rules and laws in a democratic society it:ical

s::en:e, socidlOgy, and anthropology).

lrer will know how to U8e taps arid gIbbe (OographY).

The :earner will identify and define probles and sugest ways Of sOlVing them.

5: The ierner will use maps and globes.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

TV PROGIUM

Number/Title

"Transportation:

A Secret Agent

Travels to Nutdaie"

Program 4

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

PROCRM-OBJECTIVE-

in Teacher'S Guide and Page No.

p.16

General

To become_aware of the different

methods of transportation

To be aware of traffic signs

Specific

. To-know and understand the safety

rules related to the different

forms-of transportation_

TO underttand the itpottante of

6166Ying rü1ê

To be aware Of lOCal tranSpOrtatiOn

routes

To.review lapping skills of. Programs

One_through_Four and to consolidate

cardinal directions (Ni Si Ei W)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emphasis

Knowledge:

3.1 Work_cooperatively in large

and small groups.

9.1 Suggest_responsible_courses

of action in given situations.

9.2 Identify responsible adult

participation in the community.

10.1 SOggest the consequences of

mit obeying rules and laws.

19:2 Identify and use common map

symbols.

19.3 Locate major political features

on maps.

Skills:

1;3 Suggest possible_consequences

of various courses of action;

5.1 Identify and make a distinction

between maps) globes) aerial

photographs) and models.

5.2 Orient a map and nOte directions.

53 Locate places on maps and

globes;

5.4 Interpret map symbhls.

44

NOTES



Competency goals addressed in Program 5:

Knowledge:

7: The leamet Will uriderstand.the_concept of citizenship within the community and school (political

science, sociology; and anthropology);

9: Thelearner will understand.the
need_for_responsibility and the consequences of irresponsibility

(political science; sociology; and anthropology):

12: The learner will know that people and their governments depend on each other (political science).

14: The learner will have a sense of time and chronology (history).

21: 111* learner will know that different communities use their economic resources in different

ways (economics);

1: The learner will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solving them:

6: The learner will have a sense of time and chronology.

46



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT D DOR

SOCIA11,111DIES

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

TV PROGRAM PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

Number/Title in Teacher's Guide and Page

vrammerommodemmeremmemorlaramm

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES

*Indicates major_emphasis

"Keeping the

Neighborhood

Clean"

Program 5

p.20

General

To be_aware of_the various ways

of disposing.of.garbage

. To understand that each person

contributes to the production

of garbage and is-responsible-

for keeping him/himself and his/her

surroundings clean

spicifth

. To understand the different roles

of all the people_involved_in

keeping the neighborhood clean

. To understand the sequence-Of

garbage disposal and-recycling

. To appreciate the:ill effects

Of pellUtion:onithe senses

Tb Uhdet4andithe sequence in

the:purification Of Water

To be aware of water safety

To see the necessity of conservation

of natural resources

To appreciate the sentimental

value of heirlooms

Knowledge:

7.2 Demonstrate personal qualities

of citizenship.

9.2 Identify responsible adUlt

patticipation in thi community.

12;1 Describe how_individuals and!

families depend on government

services.

14.2 Demonstrate understanding

of the chronological sequence

of events.

21.2 DrAtribe the changing uses

cf a community's economic

resources

Skills:

1.1 Define vocabulary and conditions

that are essential to under-

standing a problem.

1.2 Set up_a tentative solution

for the problem.

6;2 Demonstrate_an_understanding

of chronological sequence

of events;



_

Competency goals addressed in Program 6:

Kn wledge:

4: The learner will become an effective problem-solver in social situations.

7: The lOcIthbk Will.understand the concept of citizenship within the COMMUnity ahd school (political

sciencei sociologyi and anthropology)

8: The learner will understand the concept of authority (political science, sociology, and anthropology).

10: The learner will understand the role of rules and laws in a democratic society (political

science, sociOlOgyi and anthropology);

11: The learner will understand how the local community is governed (political scient.e),

14: The learner will have a sense of time and chronology (history).

Skills:

1: The learner will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solving them.

4: The learner will organize and anaylze information and draw conclusions;

6: The learner will have a sense of time and thronblOgy.

7: The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

TV PROGRAM

NumbtilIttle

"Rules and Laws"

Program 6

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page No;

p. 26=27

General

. To understand.the need fOr 16W8

. To.be aware of the ttle bf.the-

police offiter ih the heighbOthObd

. Tb Underttahd the effeCt§ bf

vandalitM

SOCifiC

. To.understand and appreCiate the

role ofithe police officer as

a friend

. To underStand the purpose of a

specific,law ahd the reasons for

obeyingiit

. To realize-that each individual

is responsible for preventing

unnecessary crime and for aiding_

the police_in solving crimes (2.g.i

registering bicycles)

51

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates maipr emphasis

Knowledge:

Define_prohlems and suggest

solutions:

4.2 Locate or gather information

related to a problem.

7;3 Identify: andekemplify gbOd

titiZehShip in the COMMUnity.

8.2 Identify_actions_appropriate

for elected/appointed officials;

10.3 Judge the usefulness of laws

in the community.

11.3 Describe_the basic character-

istics of local government

bodies.

14.1 Demonstrate understanding_

of the_time system and the

calendar.

Skills:

1.1 Define vocabularyiand conditions

that _are essential to under-

standing a problem.

1.2 Set up a tentative solution

for the problem.

4,1 Organize information.

4.2 Analyze information.

4.3 Draw conclusions.

52

NOTES



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

II/

SOCIALTUDIES

Reeemmended Usage: Grade 2

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE-
_COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

in Teacher's_Guide_abd Page N'ei *Indicates major emDhasis

"Rulei and Lawe

Program 6

NOTES

SkillS:

6.1 remonstrate an understanding

of thi time system and the

calendar.

7;7 Resolve appropriate dilemmas.



Competency goals addressed in Program 7:

Knowledge:

6: Th6 l6arnér Will know that individuals occupy multiple roles in families; neighborhoods; and

communities (sociology and anthropology);

10: The 1e-ath6t Will understand the role of rules and laws in a democratic society (political

kiencei sociology, and anthropology);

2 The learner will understand the concept of division of labor (economics);

Skills:

2: The learner will locate and gather information;



SOCIAL t! DIESf

Aeievision oeries: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

"Hospitals and

Helpers"

Program 7

56

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page

p.29

General

To .be aware of the role of hospital

and health care. workers

: To underst4nd that each individual

is responsible for,keeping him/

herSelf healthy and safe

. To-be-aware Of-rules and laws

and the necessity Of Obeying them

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

Specific

To_apply safety rules to the studentg

own.playround(s).

; To foster a positiveifeeling about

hospitals and related.personnel

: To developia caringiattitude toward

people, pets, and things

limmu.mmwommwriummilmmuml

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTLS

*Indicates maior whasis.0;imevounarromme

Knowledge:

6.1 Identify multiple roles occupied

by familiar adults.

6.2 Ioentify the multiple roles

bttupi-ed by many adUlts.

10.1 Suggest the consequences of

not obeying rules and laws.

23.1 Identify.jobs performed in

community businesses/industries.

23;2 Describe specialized jobs.

Skills:

2.1 Choose appropriate reference

books and sources.

2.2 Collect.information through

field trips and interviews:

2.3 Collect information by readingi

listening, and viewing pictures

and films.



Competency goals addressed in Program 8:

Knowledge:

2: The learner will become independent.

22: The learner will undertstand the relationship between unlimited wants and limited resources

(economics).

23: The learner will understand the concept of division of labor (economics).

24: The learner will know that money is a means Of economic exchange (economics).

Skills:

The learner Will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solving them.

The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.



Television erieg WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

"Earning_and

Spending"

Program 8

SOCIAL;LIES

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page

p.33

General

Recommended Uäë ; Grade 2

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major tmphasis

To understand that everyone needs

and wants money

To understand that money is earned

in different ways

To reinforce the meaning of

friendship

Specific

. To understand the difference between

"needs" and "luxuries"

To understand the necessity of

a budget

To recognize different coins

To learn the value of money and

of saving_money

To_be_aware of_the different jobs

suitable_for_different ages

; To understand the repercussions

of unemployment

NOTES

Knowledge:

2.1 Complete.assigned project with

minimum direction.

22.1 Conclude that one must make

choices_about_the_use (allocation)

of scarce resources.

22.2 Identify needs and ways in

which peoPle meet their need's.

23.1 Identify jobs performed.in

community businesses/industries.

23.2 Describe specialized jobs.

23.3 Analyze specialized jObs and

division of labbr.

24.2 Identify_incidences of money

being exchanged for goods

cr the performance of services.

24.3 Describc the.function_a bank

performs in a community.

Skills:

1.1 Define vocabulary.and conditions

that.are essential to und-er-

standing a problem.

1.2 Set up_a_tentative solution

for the problem.

60



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page No.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicat§ major emphasis

NOTES

"Earning and

Spending"

Program 8

SkillS:

7.3 'Increase the ability to empathize

with others.

7.7 Resolve appropriate dilemmas.



Competency goa s addressed in Provam

Knowledge:

The learner will become an effective problem-solver in social situations.

7: The learner will understand the concept of citizenship within the community and school (political

science, sociology, and anthropology).

The learner will understand the need for responsibility and the consequences of irresponsibility

(political science, sociology, and anthropology);

10: The leath-et Will understand the role of rules and laws in a democratic society (political

science- sociology, and anthropology).

12: The 1-eatifet Will know that people and governments depend on each other (political science

23: The learner will understand the concept of division of labor (economics).

Skills:

1: The learner will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solving them.

2: The learner will locate and gather information.



Television Series: wE LIVE NEXT DOOR

SOCIAL STUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

answormartrwNasiwauwarimmomillowswaisPaN11140=ismiNSIMISPION

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES
in Teacher's Guide and Pane No. *Ibdicates major euhasis

"Fire in Nutdale"

Program 9

; 36

General

To understand the need for fire

safety_rules. .

To_be_aware that fire is both

friend_and foe

To understand the need fdt prattiCing

fire safety

Knowledge:

4.1 Define problems and suggest

solutions.

clitnnd draw conclusions

related to problems;

7.3 Identifyiandiexemplify good

citizenship in the community.

9.1 Suggest responsible courses

Specific
of action in given situations.

To be aware of.the_firefighter's 9.2 Identify responsible adult
.

role in the_neighborbood

To learn about_the tools used

by firefighters

participation in the community.

10.1 Suggest the consequences of

not obeying rules and laws.

10.2 Suggest and justify practical

rules for classroom and school

behavior.

12.1 Describe hbw individuals and

families depend on government

services,

12.2 State how local governments

depend on the support of citizens.

23.1 Identity joi.. _pefomed_in

communqy businesses/industries:

Skills:

1.1 Define_vocabulary and conditions

that_are essential to under-
. . .

standing a problem.

66



Television Series: WE LIVE NEXT DOOR

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

"Communications:

Getting the

Message"

Program 10

67

SOCIALeTUDIES

Recommended Usage: Grade 2

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page No,

p.42

General

. To become aware of the1 necessity

of crlunication and the various

methods by which we send messages

spetifk

To_learn_what is involved in the
_

production of a TV program!
!

; To be aware of how the postal

system operates

COMPETENCY. OBJECTIVES NOTES

*Indicates major emaasis

Knowledge:

3,1 Work cooperatively in large

and small groups,

12.1 DeSeribe hOW individuals and

faMilies depend on government

services.

12.2 Stateihow local governments

depehd bh the 8oppott -of

15.1 Identify_change in_a_given

reighborhood or community.

Skills:

2;1 Choose appropriate referg

2.2 Collect information.through

field trips and interv;

2.3

books and sources.

CO ct infOrmationby reading,

listening, and viewing pictures

and films.

6;1 Demonstrate an understanding

of the.time and system and

the calendar;

68



The ten programs in the School Television gerig, COMMON CENTS, key into Grade 3 competency

goals and objectives, both knowledge and skills, as listed on the following pages:



SOCIIISTUDIES

Television_Series: COMMON CENTS
i Recommended: U:sage; Gl.arde 3

Goal 23: The learTer will understand the relationship between unlimited wants and,limited resources (economics.)

Goal 25: The learler will know that money is a means of economic exchange (economics).

1111111=11.
TV PROGRM

Number/Title

"Trading"

Program 1

70

PRORAM_ OBJECTIVE-

in Teacher's Guide and Page

P. 3

Me student will be able to:

Explain some ways in which every

15-erson ttegenft upo OtherS

everyday.

Name some goods and services;

Talk about the problems involved

in trading.

State some reasons for using

money.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates major emrhasis

Knowledge:

NOTES

23.1 Make wise choices about the

use (allocation) of limited

resources.

25;1 Distinguish between money

and barter;

25.3 Describe the functionia bank

performs in a community.



SOCIAL STUDIES

Television SerieS: .COMMON CENTS Recommended Usage:. Grade 3

Goal 6: The learner will understand the need for responsibility and the consequences of irresponsibility (political

science, sociologyi and anthropology).

Goal 24, The learner will understand the conce of divi iun of lab. c.cs).

TV PROGPAM

Number/Title

PROGIOBCTIVEI 11COMPETENCYOBJECTIVES

in Teacher's Guide and Page No, *Indicates major emphasis

NOTES

"Producers and

COnsumere

Program 2

p.4

The student will be able to:

Explain what a producer is and

what a consumer is.

. State.some reasons why people

have jobs.

Name some different types of jobs.

. Explain what an income is;

72

Knowledge:

6.2 Identify_responsible adult

participation in the community.

6.3 Identify ways childreu can

participateiresponsibly in

the community;

24;1 Name and give reasons for

specialized jobs in a neighbor-

hood/community business or

industry.

24.2 State advantages and disadvantages

of specialization.

24.3 State the interrelationships

of specialized jobs in a business/

industry.

73



SOCIAL IDIES

Teltvision-SeTies: COMMON CENTS
Recommended Usage! Grade

Goal 4: The learner will become an-effective problem-solver.

Goal 6: The_learner will understandithe need for responsibility and the consequences of irretpontibility

__science, sociology, and anthropologlq,'

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

MEP

PROGRAM -OBJECTIVE COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
in Teacher's Guide and Page No; *Indicates major emphnis

"Choices"

Program 3

74

13:6

The student will be able to:

State some reasons why we must

make choices.

. Talk about why choosing one

thing- mightimean not having

soffethihq ilti.

Name_some choices thatare-for

now and some that are for later.

Describe what might happen_to__

the world if we all kept making

the wrong choices;

Knowledge:

4.1 Suggest ways of solving problems;

4.2 Handle information related

to problems;

4.3 Evaluate_data and draw cohcliititiht

related to problems;

6.1 Suggest responsible courses

of action in given situations.

NOTES

75



emmt.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Te1tio$04:Series: COMMON cENTS RecommendeeL Usage.: Grade 3

Skifl 1; The learner will identify and_define_problems_and suggest avs of solving them.

Skil 7: Thf: iearner will demonstrate growth_in_selfrmanagement;

8: The le41741-..!ilatamiaArfivitiP-

11..I .0 WI

0.1.1.1414111 .1

"Choir:s"

FrograL.

_ PROGRAM OBJECTIVE COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES
in Teacher's Guide and Page No. *Indicates major emohasLs

76

Skills:

1;1 Define vocabularyiand conditionsi

that are essential to understandin

a problem:

1.2 Set up a tentative solution

for a problm

1.3 Determine possible consequences

of various courses Of action.

7.1 Decrease self-centered perceptions

7.3 Increase the ability to empathize

vith others.

7.6 Manage conflict.

7.7 Resolve appropriate dilemmas;

8.1 participate_in group discussions

and planning.

8;2 Engage in group decision making.

8;3 Act upon Troup ieti8idhg.

77



SOCIAL IDIES

TeltyWon_Series: COMMON aNTS Recommended Usage: Grade 3
Goal 4: The learner will become an effect problem-solver.

Goal 25: The learn(, wil1 know that money is a_means of_economic exchange (economic.,;.

Skill 7: The learnwill demoutrate- rowthi'

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM 1OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page No,

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES

*Indicates major emphisis

"Prices"

Program 4

78

p. 7

The student will be able to:

Explain what_a price is;

Talk about what goes into deter-

tihing a price.

Nameisome occasions when prit-et

might change.

Describe competition.

. Talk about what people consider

valuable.

'IS.1111111111111111111Pai

Knowledge:

4;1 Suggest ways Of sOlving problems.

4;2 Handle:information related

to probrett.

4.3 Evaluate data and draw conclusions

related to problems.

25.1 Distinguish between money

and barter.

SkillS:

7.6 Manage conflict.

7,7 hsolve appropriate dilemmas;

Deals with money

only;



SOCIAL STUDIES

Television Series; COMMON CENTS
Recommended Usage; Grade 3

Goal 25: The learner will know that money is_a means of economic exchange economicS).

Goal 26: The learner_will_know that taxes are collected from all citizens to finance community services (economics

and political science);

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

"How Money Works"

Program 5

5

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

in Teacher's Guide and Page No.

-i COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

*Indicates maiot emphsis

p. 9

The student will he able to:

Explain howsmoney,passes from

one person to another.

Compare_credit cards; checks;

and money.

. Describe taxes and name some

of the things for which they pay.

Name some bills that people

have to pay;

Knowledge:

NOTES

25.1 Distinguish between money

and barter.

25.2 Distinguish among currency;

checks; and credit cards.

25.1 Describe the function a bank

performs in a community.

26.1 Identify examples and reasons

for taxes.

26.2 Distinguish between_publicly

and privately funded community

services;

BL.ter not included.

81



3OCIAL DIES

TelevisionSeries: COMMON CENTS Recommended Bsage: . Grade 3

Skill 1: The learner will identify and define problems and suggest ways of solvine, them.

Skill 7: The learner will demAstrate growth in self-Management.

TV PROGRAM PROGRAM OBJECTIVE COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

Number/Title in Teacher's Guide and Page No, *Indicates major emphasis

"How Money llorks°

Program 5

82

arammtauniir

NOTES

SkillSi

1.1 Define vocabulary and conditions

that.are essential to under-

standing a probl9m.

7;7 Resolve appropriate iilemmas:

83



SOCIAL STUDIES

Television Series: COMMON CENTS Recommended Usage; .Grade 3

Goal 1: The learner will develop a positive-self-concept,i(sociplogy and anthropolpgy),
.

Goal 6: The learner will understand the need for responsibility and the consequences of irresponsibility (oolitical

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

se-i-enmrsosiolo

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE -COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

in Teacher's Guide and Page No. *Indicates major emphasis

NOTE

"Wants and Needs"

Program 6

84

p; 10

The student will be able to:

Name some needs all people have.

. Explain why_different.people are

consumers of different things.

Describe an advertisement.

Discuss what "valuable" means.

Knowledge:

1.1 Assess strengths and weaknesses

in a positive way.

6.1 Suggest responsible_courses__

of action in given situations.

85



SOCIAL "LIES

Television Series: COMMON_CENTS .Recommended Usage: Grade 3

-Goal 23: The learner will inderstand the relationship between unlimited Ylnts and limited resources (economics
Skill 7: The learner will demonstrate growth in self-management.

Skill 8: The learner_will_ . -t

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

MITINNIONWilefrig 1~Alooresnansiame

,COMPETEN. V1' C15 NOTES
in Ttacher's_Guide and Page No *Indicates mzt

701110001;,P+ . .191;011'

"Wants and Needs"

Program 6

86

Knowledge:

23.1 Make .wise_choices

use_(allocation) of

resources;

23;2 Use the term economics in

"everyday" and "commonoce"

ways.

Skills:

7.7 Resolve appropriate dilemmas.

8.1 Participate in group discussions

and planning.

8.2 Engage in group decision-making;

8.3 Act upon group decisions.



SOCIAL STUDIES

Television Series: comp CENTS __Recommended Usage; Grade
Goal 4: The learner will become an e1fective problem7solver.__

.

Goal 6: The learner will understand the need for responsibility and the consequences of irresponsibility (pclitical

science) sociolo and anthr..a1.4

TV PROGRAM PROGRAM OBJECTIVE COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES
Number/Title in Teacher's Guide and Page No. *Indicates major emphasis

"Ctedit" 0. 11 and 12

Program 7
The student will be able to:

Explain what credit means;

Discuss:the responsibilities

involved in buying on credit.

Define interest;

Discuss buying "on time."

List some reasons why we should

plan before we spend.

Explain what budgets are.

88

Knowledge:

4;1 Suggest ways of solving problems.

4;2 Handle information related

to problems.

4.3 Evaluate data and draw conclusions

related to prot, ,

6.1 SOggest respor: ourses

of action in crv,',. ,ituations.



SOCIAL 111DIES

Television Series: COMMON CENTS
Rtcommeaded--Usagc- --Grade 3

Goal 25; The learner will know_that_money_is_a_means_of_economic_exchange_(economics);_

Skill 1: The learner will identify_and_define_problems_and_suggest ways of solving them.

SlcillThe learner will demt4ltrate growth in self-managompnr-

TV PROG

Number/Title

tow

7

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES

in Teacher's Guide and Pa e o. *Indicates maior emphasis

Knowledge:

25.2 Distinguish among currency,

checks; and credit cards

Skills:

Ll Deno votabulaty ahd Miditibh8

that:are essential to under-

standing a problem.

i.2 Set up a tentative solution

for a problem.

1.3 Determine possible conseguenc, 3

of various courses of action.

7.7 Resolve appropriate di1emm

Deals with credit

only.

91



SOCIAL STUDIFS

Television Series: COMMON CENTS iRecommended Usage: Grade 3

Goal 25: The learner will know_that_money is aimeans of economic exchange (economics).

Skill 2: The learner will locate and gather information.

TV PROGRAM

Number/Title

"Banking"

Program 8

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES NOTES
in Teacher's Guide and Page No, *Indicates major emphasis

The sUdent will be able to:

Er;)lain.what savings means

Define interest (on savings

and on Loans).

; State what a check is.

Name some services provided

by banks.

Knowledge:

25;2 Distinguish among currency, Deals with checks.

Checks, and credit cardS.

25.3 Describe the function a bank

performs in a community.

Skint:

2.2 Collect information_through

interviews and field trips;

ld trip to

bank;

93
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